
                                 The Start...
  Aaaah,  the smell of high octane racing gas in the morning. 
Hovering in a haze all throughout the pits in negative 10 degree below zero weather.   
January may be the coldest month in the northern hemisphere, but its the hottest for rac-
ing action on a snowmobile.   Get ready to climb on your sled & race over a high flying 
track of gleaming white snow.  Ready, set, RACE!

 

 

 Racing smells, flow through your nose inside the helmet as you pull up to 
the starting lineup.  It is every thing you can do to block out any thoughts except 
the upcoming motion of the flagman who carries the power of god in his hand 
for a brief moment in time.   This is when the announcer says…  ”Its time to fly 
the rag!”.    You can feel the electricity in the air as the racers on the starting line 
are now revving their engines & gripping the brakes in order that their machines 
move “NOT” one inch.   They are now under   “starters orders”  which means 
that, unless you want to be singled out by the flagger & directed to move to the 
back row for the start of this race, you will not move, creep, or flinch not one inch 
until that green flag is unfurled.  The line begins to fill with a cloud of racing gas 
exhaust & the start takes on a blue hazy almost eerie look in the winter air.
 The flagger will point at each racer with his gloved index finger as if to 
dare any one of them to move prematurely.   During these seconds the flagger 
has an entire racing world stopped in his hands, gestures, & motion.  Sometimes 
for the racers, announcer, flagmen out on the track, & all of the spectators, these 
seconds can last for an eternity of anticipation...
 Enter the world of racers who spend most of their paycheck on rac-
ing,  then consider anything leftover spent elsewhere...  as wasted.  If this is you, 
then tell us about your self.   Send to Mickey @ isocracing.com.  More exciting 
racing action at...  benlindbom.com    &....  http://benlindbom.wordpress.com/
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